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In [ 1 ] we introduced the notion of Hungarian semigroups. According to 
(2.6) Definition, S is a Hungarian semigroup if it is a commutative, 
Hausdorff topological semigroup with unit element e and 
(i) it is first countable (M1); 
(ii) the set of associates of any element is closed; hence we may form 
the factor semigroup S*= S/~ (~ is the "associate" relation, i.e., a~b 
(a, b ~ S) if a = bc and b = ac' for some c, c' ~ S); 
(iii) the set of divisors of any fixed element of S* is compact; 
(iv) i fa~b, then a=bu with some unit u (u is a unit i fe=uu' with 
some u' ~ S). 
In [1] we implicitely used that S* is Hausdorff but this property does 
not seem to be a consequence of the assumptions above (though we do not 
have a counterexample!). However, if we substitute condition (ii) by the 
following somewhat stronger one 
(ii') in the product space S × S the set of associate pairs is closed; 
then we can show that S* is Hausdorff. 
For the proof of this property let a, b ~ S be such that a and b are not 
associates. Then by (ii') there exists a neighbourhood V of (a, b) in S× S 
which is disjoint to the set A of associate pairs in S× S. There exist 
neighbourhoods a~V1cS and b~V2cS such that V I×V2cV and 
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V1 n V2 = ~.  Using assumption (iv) it is enough to show that the open sets 
V? = Uu uV~ and V* = Uu uV2 (u runs over the set of units) are disjoint. 
Suppose the contrary. If ul V1 n u2/"2 ~ ~ for some units u~ and u2 then 
there are vleV~ and v2~V2 such that u1/91=u21)2, i.e., /31,-~1)2 thus 
(v~, v2)~ VnA = ~ which is a contradiction. 
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